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Cloud Cover Analysis With Arctic Advanced Very High
Resolution

Radiometer

Data

2. Classification With Spectral and Textural Measures
J. KEY

CooperativeInstitute for Researchin Environmental Sciences,University of Colorado,Boulder
The variation in cloud amount over polar ice shoots, sea ice, and ocean surfaces can have
important effects on planetary albedo gradients and on surfaco energy exchanges, so that
monitoring of polar cloudcoveris crucial to studiosof climate change. The spectral and textural
characteristicsof polar clouds and surfacesfor a 7-day summer series of advanced very high
resolution radiometer (AVHRR) data in two Arctic locations are examined, and the results used

in the developmentof a cloud classificationprocedurefor polar satellite data. Since spatial
coherenceand texture sor•itivity tests indicate that a joint spectral-texturalanalysisbasedon the
same cell size is inappropriate, cloud detection with AVHRR data and surface identification with
passivemicrowavedata are first done on the pixel level as detailed in part i (Key and Barry,

1989). Next,cloudpatternswithin(250km)v'regionsare described,
thenthe spectralandlocal
textural characteristicsof cloud patterns in the imago are determined and each cloud pixel is
classifiedby statistical methods. Results indicate that both spectral and textural features can be
utilized in the classificationof cloudy pixels, although spectral features are most useful for the
discrimination between cloud classes. This methodologyprovides a basis for future "objective"
automated mapping of cloudtypos and amount over snow and ice coveredsurfaces.

1. INTRODUCTION

High-latitude response to changes in cloud cover is a
key area of uncertainty in evaluating changes in the
global c]imat,e system. To better understand climatic
forcing, statistical frameworks for describingthe morpho]ogy of cloudfie]ds as we]] as the radiative, dynamical, and

in a later section, some of the problems that have been
recognized with traditional spectral-textural classifiers
have been alleviated, but others have been created.
Cloud detection

methods for use with satellite

data that

examine only spectral characteristics of pixels include
single-channel and multichannel threshold methods,

microphysical
processes
determiningthis morphology
are radiative transfer models,histogramtechniques,and
needed[Committeeon GlobalChange,1988,p. 117].Major statisticalclusteringprocedures.These are reviewedin
uncertaintiesexist in current cloudclimatelogicsfor polar part I [Keyand Barry, 1989]. Somestudieshave included
regionsas a result of the problemof discriminatingclouds an analysis of texture in cloud classificationschemes,
over snowand ice usingsatellitevisible or infrared data. generally in a clusteringframework [e.g., Welch etal.,
This issuehasbeenaddressedinpart I of this research 1988, 1989; Garand, 1988; Ebert, 1987, 1988, 1989;
[Keyand Barry, 1989],wherean algorithmwas presented Parikh, 1977]. Contextual analysesof frontal patterns
that performs pixel-scaleanalysis of surface and cloud and cloudshadowsare given by Gurneyand Townsbend
radiancesutilizingvisible,therma], andpassivemicrowave [1983], Wang etal. [1983], Swain etal. [1981], and the

data overa 7-day period. The purposeof this paperis to spatialclassifierof Kettig and Landgrebe[1976].
examinethe spectraland textural characteristicsof sumGlobal cloud climatelogicsare reviewed by Hughes
mertime polar cloudsand surfacesin advancedvery high [1984]. Vowinckel [1962], Huschke [1969], and Gorshkov

resolutionradiometer (AVHRR) data; the issue of the [1983] provide perhapsthe most comprehensive
cloud
appropriatescaleof measurementfor texture measures climatelogics
for the Arctic,but theseare derivedprimariwill be addressed,and an optimal set of features is ly from surfaceobservations.They showgeneralagreedetermined.This informationis then usedin the develop- ment in the seasonalcycleof total cloudamountbut differ
mentera procedurethat classifiescloudypixels(identified in the geographical
distributionofcloudcover,particularly
as suchby the algorithm describedin part 1) into recog- in the caseof low cloudin winter. Spring and summer
nizablecloudpatterns. The methodologyemployeddiffers cloud amounts and patterns in the Arctic have been
from other studies in that only the cloudy pixels are recentlyexaminedbyKukla[1984],Robinsonetal. [1986],

classified,
in contrastto the methodof griddingan image Barry etal. [1987],and McGuffieetal. [1988]. McGuffie
and classifyingthe grid cells, which themselvesmay etal. [1988] comparedthree cloudanalysismethods(two
containmixtures of surfaceand cloudtypes. As detailed manual and oneautomated)basedon DefenseMeteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) images. While cloud
detectionschemesexistfor manydata typesand geographic locations,the inherently subjectivenature of defining
cloudtypesand the algorithmicdifficultyof incorporating
Copyright1990 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
texture into the analysesare two inhibiting factorsin the
Papernumber89JD03422.
developmentof the automated cloud typing methods
0148-0227/90/89JD-03422505.00
neededfor large-scalecloudclimate]ogles.
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2. DATA SET

Area 1 on July 1 exhibits the greatest mixture of cloud
patterns and clear-sky conditions of all the imagery and
pro; 3, 3.55-3.93 pro; 4, 10.3-11.3 ]zm; 5, 11.5-12.5 pm) will be used to illustrate the methodology and classificaare initially employed.Data from the Nimbus 7 Scanning tion results throughout the remainder of the paper. However, spectral and textural characteristics as well as cloud
Multichannel Microwave Radiometer in channels (SMMR)
18 and 37-GHz vertical polarization, as well as SMMR- pattern training areas were extracted from the complete
derived sea ice concentration, are used for surface parame- set of imagery, and results are expectedto be similar for
terization in the cloud detection step describedin part 1 other days. Figure 2 shows the study area in AVHRR
[Key and Barry, 1989] but are not used directly in the channel I (visible). Novaya Zemlya is at upper center
analysisof cloudpatterns. SMMR, SMMR-derived seaice with sea ice above and to the lei•. Sea ice also occupies
concentration, and AVHRR data were coregistered to a the lower left portion of the image. Grid lines delineate
All five AVHRR channels (1, 0.58-0.68 pm; 2, 0.73-1.0

polar stereographicprojectionand used simultaneously. 50x50pixelor (250kin)2 regions.Figure3 is animageof
The effectivepixel size of the AVI-IRR data is reducedto the cloud-only portion of Figure 2, shown in AVI-IRR
channel 1 (visible) with grid lines delineating cells of 16 x
5 x 5 km [Maslanik et al., 1989].
Two areas of the Arctic are examined (Figure 1). One 16 pixels (section3.3). This image was classifiedusing the

area is centeredon the Kara Seaand BarentsSeaextend- algorithmdescribedin part.I [Keyand Barry, 1989]and

ingnorthtothepoleandsouthtoNorway
andtheSiberi- is brieflydescribed
in section
4 below.Lowthin cloud
an coast. The secondarea coversmost of the Canadian over sea ice in the Kara Sea, which is not apparentin

archipelago
andGreenland,
alsoextending
tothepole.A Figure2, is identified
with AVHRRchannel3 andthe
7-daysummer
series
(July1-7, 1984)ofthesetwoareas temporal
testsofthealgorithm.
Figure4 is animageof
is usedin the analysis
of cloudpatterns.Theseareas SMMR-derived
surface
typesshowing
land,seaice,ice

include
representative
samples
ofall surface
types
foundcap,open
water,anda narrow
coastal
zone.Inaccuracies
in theArctic:snow-covered
andsnow-free
land,seaiceof in theidentification
of cloudypixelsresultfromincorrect

varying concentrations,open water, and permanent ice surfaceidentification due to weather effects in the passive
cap. The observedconditionsare usual for summerin the microwave, resolution differences between the SMMR and
Arctic, as are the pressure patterns which occurred. the AVHRR, and coastal effects.

Synopticpressurepatternsobservedin ArcticOceanbuoy
data [Colonyand Munoz, 1986] duringthe studyperiod

3.

FEATURES

are similar to the mean pattern for the month [Serreze 3.1. Spectral Features
Five surface and three broad cloud classesare analyzed
and Barry, 1988; Gorshkov,1983]. Althoughcorrelations
have been observed between synoptic pressure systems, for their spectral characteristics. Surface types are snowcloudamount,and cloudtype [Barry et al., 1987],detailed free land, snow-covered land, open water, medium- to

cloudclimatologiesfor the Arctic are not availableand it

high-concentration
seaice, and low-concentration
seaice.

is therefore more difficult to make such a statement Cloud classesare definedby channel4 brightnesstemper-

concerningcloudcover.

ature (T) assumedto representtemperaturesat the top of
opticallythick cloudlayers, and encompassthe following
categories:low, T > 265 K; middle, 245 _<T _<265 K; and
high, T < 245 IC Spectral and textural features were
calculatedonly for "pure"classes,i.e., groupsof contiguous
pixels, or cells, that contain one and only one class as
determined through a manual interpretation. Training
areas were defined manually.
Spectral features examined for each pixel are channel
1, 2, and 3 reflectance; channel 3, 4, and 5 brightness
temperatures; ratios of channels 2 and 1, 3 (reflectance)
and 1; and channel 4 minus 5 (brightness temperature
difference).
AVHRR

The ratio of channel 2 to channel I in

data or the difference

between

channels

2 and 1

enhancesvegetationsignals,arctic haze, and snowand sea
ice underneath clouds. Channel 3 is important for the
discrimination
The

difference

of low clouds over snow and ice surfaces.
between

channels

3 and

4 aids

in the

det•.ct.ionof opfically thin cloud and fog, while the difference between channels 4 and 5 is useful for identifying
cirrus [Olesen and Grassl, 1985; Saunders, 1986]. For
each cell, the mean and standard deviation are examined.
These are first-order

statistics

that describe the distribu-

tion of pixel values within a cell.
3.2.

Fig.1.Thotwostudy
aroas
within
theArctic,
one
centered
onthe

Textural

Features

Second-order
statistics
summarize
theprobability
ofthe

Kara and Barentsseasand the othercovering
muchof the intensityvaluesof a pair of pixels. TheserelativefreCanadian
archipelago
andnorthernGreenland.
quenciesare computedfor eachpair of pixelsin a given
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Fig.2. Visible (AVHRR channel 1) image of a portion of study area I on July 1, 1984. Novaya Zemlya is at upper
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Fig.3.Thecloud
onlyportion
ofFigure
2,asdetermined
following
themethodology
given
inpart] [Key
andBarry,
1989]. AVHRRchannelI (visible)
dataare shown.Gridlinesdelineate
16x16pixelcells,the sizeusedin

subsequenttexture analyses.
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Fig.4. Surfacetypes correspondingto the area shownin Figure 2, from SMMR and SMMR-derived data. Surface
categoriesare land, snow/icecap, sea ice (aU concentrations),open water, and a narrow coastal zone.

positionalrelationship and are summarized in a grey level
cooccurrencematrix (GLCM). Positional relationships
refer to separation distance d and direction 0. Haralick
et al. [1973] first used cooccurrencematrices to classify
terrains in aerial photographswith a very small matrix.
Welch et al. [1988] and Kuo et al. [1988] computeda
number of measuresfrom the GLCM for cloud analysis.

subsequent analyses. Both GLD and GLCM texture
measures were initially computed for the AVHRR data
sets. However, becauseof the similarity of these measures,only the GLD measureswere retained becausethey
are computationallysimpler.
The variability of grey level differencesis summarized
by the contrast. Large values correspondto structured

Higher-ordertextural statisticsmay also be calculated, cloudssuch as cumulus with shadows. The angular
althoughthey generallyinvolvemore computationand do secondmoment measuresthe homogeneityof gray level
not necessarily.yieldbetter results. Julesz [1975] has differenceswith distanceand direction. Angular second
argued that two textures with identical second-ordermomentwill be high for decksof stratusand for bandsof
statisticsare not discriminable. It is possibletherefore cloudsoriented in the directionof 0. Entropy describes
that first- and second-orderstatistics are all that are the degree to which distinct scales of organization are
neededto discriminate texture.
unrecognizable. It is maximum when all radiance differWeszkaet al. [1976] modifiedthis methodto operateon enceshave an equal probability of occurring(i.e., the
grey level difference(GLD) histogramsrather than grey histogram is uniform) and low when texture is smooth.
level pairs. The data are first quantizedto 64 grey levels, See the appendix for more detail and definitions of the
and the grey level difference g is computed for each pair

texture measures.

of pixelsin the cell over eachof four angles:up-down(0ø),
left-right (90ø), upper left-lower right (135ø), upper
right-lower ]eft (45ø). Texture may containa directional
componentso that the histogram must be specifiedas a
function of angle as well as distance. A histogramof gray
level differencesis then constructedfor eachdistanceand
angleand usedto computevarioustexture measures.The
histograms will be spread over a larger range of g as

If texture is coarseand d is small comparedwith the
texture element size, the pairs of points at separationd
will usually have similar gray levelsand the histogram
will have high frequenciesaroundg=0. Conversely,with
fine texture and d comparableto element size, the gray
level differenceswill oftenbe large with a large spreadin
the frequenciesof g. If texture is directional and d is in
the proper range, the degreeof spreadin the histogram

graininess or streakiness increases. The grey level
difference texture measures calculated from the histograms are the mean, contrast, angular secondmoment,
and entropyfor the cell. The mean, maximum, and range
of these quantities over the four angles are used in

should vary with direction. Separation distancesof 1, 2,
4, and 8 have been examined elsewhere [e.g., Weszka et
al., 1976;Parikh, 1977], with distancesofl or 2 preferred.
Welcheta/. [1988] foundthat optimal separationdistance
depends on cloud type. However, the effect of pixel

KEY: ARCTICCLOUDCOVERANALYSIS,
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resolutionon textural featuresis unclear. Sincea small abbreviationsusedin the remainder of the text are also
cell size is used here (discussed below), and because given.

separation
distances
of1 and2 function
similarly
in this

dataset,d=l is used.

Thesetexturemeasures
are calculated
for the five

surface
classes
defined
previously,
andfor12cloudclasses

Other texture measuresare also examined. The area- whichincludesomeof the basiccloudgroupsand mixtures

averaged
Roberts
gradient
ismaximum
inregions
ofsharp oftheseasobserved
in thedata:(1)Lowthincloudover
brightness
contrastandis therefore
a measure
of edge water(stratus);
(2) Lowthin cloudoverice(stratus);
(3)
strength[e.g.,Gonzalez
and Wintz,1977]. It is definedLowthin cloudoverland(stratus);(4) Lowthickcloud,
overanyseparation
distance
butdoesnothavedirectional smoothtexture(stratus);(5) Lowthick cloud,bumpsor
sensitivity.Hobson[1972]andHarrisandBarrett[1978] broken(stratocumulus);
(6) Middlecloudrolls (broken,
utilize a measurecalled vector strength. If the pixels linear altostratus usually over a stratiform layer); (7)
within a cell are connected
into a set of adjacenttriangu- Brokenmiddle cloud,not linear; (8) Middle thick cloud,
lar planes,then texture can be measuredthroughthe smooth(a]tostratus,
possibly
overstratus);(9)Middle/high
dispersion
in three-dimensional
spaceof normalvectorsto bumps (cirrocumu]usor altocumulus);(10) High thick
these planes. Vector strength is a summary of the cloudwith somemiddle cloud (broken cirrostratusover
distributionof normal vectorsand is high for smooth altostratus);(11) High thick cloud, smooth(cirrus or
surfacesand low for rough surfaces.
cirrostratus);(12) Cumulus. The surfacewas includedin
A two-dimensional
Fouriertransform[e.g.,Buntingand classes1-3 only becausethe cloudsare thin and differed
Fournier, 1980] is also appliedto each cell as a meansof primarily in albedo. Contributionsfrom surfacesto cloud
defining the texture of cyclicalcloud patterns. Three albedoor temperaturein the otherclasseswasnot signifimeasuresare used:the streakinessfactor, cell intensity, cant enoughto justify definingadditionalclasses. Class
and the maximumring densitywavelength.The streaki- 7 is similar to class6 but occurredat a higher altitude
hessfactoris a directionalmeasurewhich takes on values (lower temperature).
between0 and 1, values near 1 being highly directional

[Garand,
1988].Cellintensity
is theproportion
ofpower3.3. CellSize
in thespectrum
associated
withwavelengths
between
20 Theissue
ofcellsizeisimportant
inthattoolargea cell
and40 km,thetypicalsizeofconvective
cells[Agee
and mayblurtheboundaries
between
classes,
whiletoosmall
Dowell,1976].Themaximum
ringdensitywavelength
is a cellmaynotpermitadequate
description
ofthetextural
the wavelength
of the centerof the annularring in the and spectralfeatureswhich distinguishbetweenthe
powerspectrum
withthe maximum
density,
wherethe classes.
In addition,
thelargerthenumber
of pixelsin

spectrum
is dividedintofourrings. The spectral
and eachcell,themorereliablethestatistical
estimates
will

textural features are summarized in Table 1, where be. A number of cell sizeshave been used in previous

TABLE 1. Snmmaryof AVHRR Spectraland TexturalMeasures
Feature

Abbreviation

Single Pixel Spectral Measures
Channel 1,2, 3 reflectance
Channel 3, 4, 5 brightness temperature
Ratios: 2/1, 3/1

CH01, CH02, CH03

Brightnesstemperaturedifference:channels4 and 5

DF45

CHT3, CHT4, CHT5
RA21, RA31

Cell Spectral-TexturalMeasures(Channels1,3,4)
Spectral mean

MEAN

Standard

SD

deviation

Grey level difference(mean, maximum,
range over four directions)
Mearl
Contrast

Angular secondmoment
Entropy
Roberts gradient
Vector strength
Fourier

MMEAN, XMEAN, RMEAN
MCON, XCON, RCON
MASM, XASM, RASM
MENT, XENT, RENT
RG
VECTOR

measures

Streakiness

factor

Cell intensity
Maximum ring wavelength

SF
CI

WAVE
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cloudclassifications;
for example,Ebert [1987]clustered32 from 1 to 6. Means of cellsof sizes2, 6, 10, 14, 18, and 22

x 32 (128kin)2 AVHRRcells;Garand[1988]analyzed64 pixelssquarewere then calculated,
and their relative
x 64 (128km)2 GOEScells;Wuet al. [1985]examined
20 frequency
distributions
wereexamined.Theseareshown
x 20 and5 x 3 (20 kin)2 GOES-2,SMS-2, andGOES-4 in Figure5 forcellsizesof6 to 22. Classes
in thesynthetcellsin a study of rainfall; Weszkaet al. [1976] used64 x
64 Landsat -1 cells;Parikh [1977] computedtexture from
64 x 64 (205x355 km) NOAA -1 data; Hara!ick and
Shanmugam [1974] introduced many of the texture
measuresdescribedwith 64 x 64 (7.5 squaremiles) ERTS -

ic data set with meansof 10, 30, 50, 70, 90, and 110 (the
standarddeviationof eachclassis 1.5) are well represented by meansof 6 x 6 cellsand poorlyrepresentedby 22 x
22 cells. Cells with means between the class means
containone or more boundaries. In all casesbut the last,

1 data;andWelchet al. [1988]used512x 512 (29 km)2 eachoftheclassmeansis apparent
in thehistogram,
with
Landsat cells. Cell sizes seem to be chosen somewhat
arbitrarily, althoughcell sizehas been chosenas a power
of 2 in those studies which employ the fast Fourier
transform. The cell size used here was based on a number
of measures,both quantitative and qualitative.
In an attempt to quantify the effect of cell size, the
texture measureswere calculatedfor the cloudand surface
classesusing cell sizes of 4 to 24 in increments of 2 with

mixing increasing with increasing cell size.
Cells representing single classeswill exhibit a mean
very near the classmean and will have a small standard
deviation. In determining which cell size is optimal, these
cellsare locatedin the histograms,and the changein their
relative frequencywith changingcell sizeis observed.We
accept as "pure" cells which have standard deviations no
greater than a small percentageof the range of the data,

a separationdistanceof 1. Generallythe texture values as definedby the spatialcoherence
methodof Coakleyand
either remain essentiallyunchangedor decrease/increaseBretherton [1982]. The relative frequencyhistogram of
linearly for cells of size 24 down to 16. Cell sizesof 10 or these cellsis then determined (Figure 5, horizontal bars).
lessoften producehighly variable texture values. Values The figure shows differencesbetween the frequency of
for cells of size 12 and 14 are similar to those with sizes pure cells with means the same as the class means and
16 and larger but are more variable. A paired t test for the frequencyof all cells with thosemeans. This differthe differencebetweencell sizes,with the null hypothesis ence tends to increase with increasing cell size and is
that there is no difference between the means, indicates attributable to cells which contain a mixture of classesand

that there appearsto be a differencebetweencellsof sizes thereforehave large standarddeviations. This indicates
8, 16, and larger (0.05 level of significance).In no cases that classificationswhich rely solely on cell means for
can we conclude that there is a significant difference discriminating between classesare likely to have a high
between texture measures extracted from cells of sizes 14 error rate. Next, peaks in the histogram of pure cells are

and 16, 16 and 18, and 14 and 18. Other pairs show examinedto determinethe probabilitythat the grouping
results between these two extremes. These results are

would occurby chance;i.e., that the peak and surrounding

reasonableif we wish to maximize the number of texture intervals representsa uniform distribution. Theseprobaelements within a cell. Usually, these basic texture bilities are given by a multinomial distribution function.
elements exist on a smaller scale; for example open This test of separabi]ity shows that two classesare lost
convective cells are 20-40 km and cloud rolls which have with cells of size 14, three are lost when cells of size 18

wavelengths of approximately 40 km. Additionally, are used, and none are r•.presentedby cells of size 22.
Garand and Weinman [1986] found that cloudtexture is
Basedon these tests, a cell size of 10 pixels squareis
best measured over mesoscaleregions, of the order of the approximate upper limit of spatial coherenceif an
100-250 km square. The approximate lower limit in the image is uniformly gridded. Conversely, a cell size of 16

aboveanalyses
is 16x 16pixels,or (80kin)2 at the5-km seemsto be the approximate
lowerlimit for texture
pixel mapping.
In additionto capturingthe basictexture of a class,we
are also interested in ensuring that as many cells as
possiblein an image represent only one class. The pixels
within a cell containing a relatively uniform surface
should exhibit a high degree of spatial coherenceand
therefore have a relatively low standard deviation when

analysis. This discrepancyimplies that a joint spectraltextural analysisbasedon the samecell sizeis inappropriate. For the followingtexture analysesof pure classes,a
cell size of 16 is used. Of course,these tests apply to this
data set only. See Welch et al. [1989] for a discussionof
resolution effectson texture measures.

compared
toa cellwhichcontains
a boundary
between
two 3.4. Choice
ofFeatures
classesthat are widely separatedin feature space. To
There will undoubtedlybe a high degreeof redundancy
further investigate the effects of different cell sizes, a in the spectraland textural variablesavailablefbr analysingle-channel
syntheticimagewascreatedwhichconsists sis. Benefitsin terms of processing
as well as interpretabof rectangular"objects"of varying sizesand locations.The ility are gained by reducing this set of features to a set
minimum and maximum allowable sizes of objects are that includesonly those containingthe greatest amount of
specified. An object is generated whose dimensions are discriminatory information for the classesof interest. To

randomlychosenwithin the restrictedrange,andthe class
of the object is randomly assigned (unifom random
number generator). Regionsare filled with data for that
classwith a Gaussianrandom number generatorbasedon
a specifiedmean and standarddeviation. A grid of size
300 x 300 "pixels"was generatedwith subregions
of sizes
5 to 40 pixels, representingobjectsof sizes 25-200 kin.
Each of these areas was then assigneda class number

createthis setfor cloud-surface
analysisusingthe AVHRR
imagery, correlationsbetween features over all classes
were examined through principal component analysis
(PCA), both unrotated and rotated (Varimax). It is also
possible
to examinecorrelations
betweenpairsofvariables

in a correlationmatrix, as has been done by Garand
[1988] andEbert [1987]. Sincevariableswhich havelarge
loadings on the same componentgenerally have large
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correlations between themselves, this method provides
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little
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CELLSIZE=10

additional

information.

Principal componentanalysiswas applied to both study
areas, and the original nine spectralfeatures were reduced
to four components with eigenvalues greater than 1.0.
Components with eigenvalues less than 1.0 account for
less variance than the original variable and are not
retained. It is also recognizedthat beyond the first few
components,patterns may be essentially random. The
representation of each componentis listed in Table 2. The
first componentrepresents channel 3, the 3-4 difference,
and the ratio of channel 3 to channel 1. ComponentII
representschannels4 and 5; channelsI and 2 load highly
on componentIII; component IV represents only the 4-5
difference. The 2/1 ratio loaded highly on componentV,
but its eigenvalue was only 0.5.
The discriminatory capability of features for all pairs of
classeswas alsodetermined using a divergenceparameter,
Fisher distance, defined as

!

I

!

!

i

i

!

!

!

,

wherep• is the meanfor variablei on classj or k and oi
is the correspondingstandard deviation. The divergence
parameter measures the ability of the feature to differentiate between classesand is computed for each variable and
each pair of classes. The higher divergencevalues correspond to greater usefulness in distinguishing between

CELLSIZE=14

classes,
where
Dijk > 1.0hasdiscriminatory
skillandDij•

< 0.5 generallyhas poorseparatingpower[Garand, 1988].
The number of times a variable ranked first, second,etc.,
in Fisher

distance

was tabulated

in matrix

form.

Since

PCA implies that of the nine original features only three
or four are statistically independent, the top four ranked
features for each class pair are most important. Channel
1 scoreshighest most often followed by channel 2 and

CELLSIZE=18

channel 4. The ratio
follow in rank.
The

number

features

of features

2/1 and 3/1 and channel
can

now

be reduced

3

even

further on the basis of the joint results of PCA and
divergence calculations. Since channel 1 scored higher
more often than channel 2 and since they are highly
correlated, channel 2 was eliminated and channel 1
retained. Similarly, channel 4 was retained and channel
!

!

i

i

i

i

i

i

I

i

5 eliminated.

The

channel

3 features

were

similar

in

discriminatory capability so any could be retained. These
two features are of particular interest in discriminating
CELLSIZE=22

,

i

between

i

!

i

!

!

i

i

water

and ice clouds.

an obvious division

Fig.5. Effect of cell size on the computationof the mean of all cells

The

4-5

difference

did

poorly in divergence ranking and would be of little value
in this classificationapplication.
The samePCA and divergenceparameter methodswere
applied to the spectral and textural features calculatedfor
the 16 x 16 pixel cells. PCA identified 12 componentswith
eigenvaluesgreater than 1.0. Table 3 lists these components and which variables they represent. The first three
componentsrepresent most of the variables and provide
of the three

channels.

This indicates

that texture measures within a channel vary together to

over
anartificially
generated
data
set.Means
ofclasses
are10, a stronger
degree
thanbetween
channels.
Thisresult
is

30,50,70,90,and110.Theplots
show
therelative
frequency
of import,
antwhenconsidering
theutilityof spectral
and

cells
withvarious
means,
indicating
mixtures
ofclasses.
Horizon-texturalvariables
in classification
studies.
talbarsshow
frequency
of"pure"
cells,
i.e.,cellscontaining
only Theresultsofthedivergence
parameter
testingforthe
oneclass.

texture measures are given in Table 4. RG, VECTOR,
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TABLE 2. The First Four Principal Componentsof the Nine Spectral Variables.
Component

Features

Variance, %

I

Channel3, 3-4 difference,3/1 ratio

27.0

2

Channels

4 and 5

25.5

3
4

Channels 1 and 2
4-5 difference

25.1
12.0
TOTAL

Underlined

features

89.6

are used in the final classification.

TABLE 3. First Twelve Principal Componentsof the Textural Variables.

Component

Features

Variance, %

I

Channel 4: all except those listed below

23.2

2

Channel 3: all except those listed below

19.4

3

Channel 1: all except those listed below

18.2

4

Channel 1: MEAN, VECTOR MASM,

7.0

XASM

5

Channel 3: RASM, RENT
4: RASM

4.9

6

Channel

Channel 1: RASM, RENT

3.9

7

MEAN3

2.4

8

CI1,RCON1,3,4*

2.2

2.l

9

SF3,WAVE3*

10

C[3

1.8

11
12

SF4,WAVE1,
CI1'
CI4,WAVE4,
WAVE3*

1.8
1.7

TOTAL

88.6

Subscriptsrefer to AVHRR channel numbers.

*Loading
• 0.4;nolargeloading
onanycomponent.

TABLE 4. Texture Variables Retained At•er DivergenceParameter Analysis
Texture

Channel

Features

RG.__
s,VECTOR
4,MMEAN
s,XMEAN
3,MASM
4,XASM
4,MENTs,RENT
s,
XENT3, SD3

RG2,VE•'•OR2,MMEAN
2, XMEAN
2,MASM
2,XASM
2,MENT2,XENT2,
SD2

R_.G_G
•, VECTOR
•, XASM
•, MENT•, SI)1
Underlined features ranked highly for cloud classpairs and are used in the final analysis.
Superscripts refer to principal components.
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XASM, MENT, and SD ranked high in all three channels.
XASM, XENT, and XMEAN indicate that directionality is
an important component to the texture of some of the
classes. With most pairs of classes, the spectral MEAN
and SD features ranked higher than the GLD texture
measures.

The angular second moment, vector strength, and
entropy texture measures are most useful in surface-cloud
discrimination. Specifically, snow-water-land and cloud
texture differenceswere best describedby angular second
moment and entropy while ice and cloud differences
appeared in the vector strength and entropy measures.
Entropy was alsoimportant in discriminatingbetweenthe
cloud

classes.

Differences

between

Land/ice

cap

SMMR 18,

37

Sea

Ice
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When the divergence parameter ranking is considered
for pairs of cloud classes only, the number of useful
measures

composite

Cloud

ice concentrations

appeared in the Roberts gradient, entropy, and vector
strength. Overall, spectral features were most important
for discriminating between surface types, this being in
agreementwith the findings orEbert [1987]. Entropy and
angular second moment were also chosen in the cloud
texture analyses of Welch et al. [1988] and Ebert [1987,

texture

DETECTION

OF

CLOUD

PIXELS

Training
Maximum
Likelihood

Data

3

texture measures did not rank as highly as channel 1 and
4 measures. In the latter two channels, the Roberts
Gradient, vector strength, maximum angular second
moment, mean entropy, and standard deviation ranked
highly most ot•en and are used in the final analysis of
cloud patterns.

CLOUD
CLIMATOLOGY

(Parameters

time

over

and space)

RELATIONSHIP
TO
SYNOPTIC
SYSTEMS

4. CLOUD PA7rERNS

The cloudanalysismethodologyemployedhere includes

cloud
detection
onthepixelscale,
a description
ofcloudis
Fig.6.
Flow
chart
ofthecloud
analysis
procedure.
Cloud
detection
addressedin part I [Key and Barry, 1989]. The analysisof

patterns
onaregional
scale,
andaclassification
ofcloudy
cloud
patterns
isdone
both
for(250
kin)
2regions,
and
over
the
pixels based on spectral and local textural characteristics.
entire image utilizing spectral and local textural measures. In

Thisprocedure
is summarized
in Figure6. Thecloudthelattercase,
pixels
areclassified
witha maximum
likelihood
detection
procedure
is described
in part 1 [KeyandBarry, procedure.
1989], and is based on the major steps of an International
Satellite Cloud ClimatologyProject(ISCCP) test algorithm
[Rossowet al., 1985]. In the current procedure, surface
identification

with SMMR

and SMMR-derived

data sets is

the first step. The algorithm then proceedsthrough a ined; surfacepixelsare identified in the clouddetection
seriesof steps,eachof whichis designedto detectsomeof step. Additionally,texture values are assignedto each
the cloudspresentin the scene. Temporalvariability at pixel rather than to a grid cell,and classificationof pixels
each pixel location is examined for an initial detectionof
cloudyconditions,and clear-skycompositemaps for a 5day periodare produced.A multispectralthresholdtest of
the original data with the clear-sky compositesyields a
final cloud/no-cloud
labeling of the original data.
The two methodsof cloudpattern analysisare present-

is performed. Other studies have utilized texture to
identify both surfaceand cloudclassesand have employed
statistical classifiersto distinguishbetween the two [e.g.,
Garand, 1988; Welchet al., 1988;Ebert, 1987]. In supervised classificationprocedures,training patterns have
often includedmixtures of cloudand surfacetypes.

ed for different purposes:in one case(left side of Figure
The bottomtwo boxesin Figure 6 identify future work
6), simple measuresare used to describethe characteris- in the automated analysis of cloud patterns and their

tics of cloudswhich occur in regions with artificially relationshipswith synopticvariables. As a part of this
definedboundaries. The size of the regionsis consistent goal, the compilation of statistics for cloud fraction,
with that used by the ISCCP and someclimate models. temperature,and numberof cloudsper grid boxis accomThe secondmethodis presentedas an attempt to elimi- p]ished by the procedureshown in the let• side of the
nate the problems inherent in analyses that impose figure. However, the comparisonof recognizablecloud
artificial boundarieson cloud and surfacepatterns, that morphologies(identified through texture analysis shown
being the mixture of different classeswithin a singlecell. in the right side of the figure) to gridded synopticdata is
It differs from other analyses that have incorporated the more complex goal and will be the focus of future
texture analysesin that only the cloudypixels are exam- research.
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4.1. Description of Cloud Within Regions

Low Cloud Fraction

Mesoscaleanalysis is performed within regionsthat are

(250km)2, 50 x 50 pixels,or approximately
2.5ølatitude
by 2.5ø longitude (Figure 2).

Cloud properties are

computed for the cloud-only portion of each region and
include overall cloud fraction, cloud fraction at three
levels, and connectivity measures. Low, middle, and high
cloud amounts were estimated as the percentage of pixels
of temperature, T, such that

Low
Ts-13< T _<Ts
Middle
Ts-39< T _<Ts-!3
High
T _<Ts-39
where Ts is the surfacetemperatureestimatedby the
clear-sky composite value in AVHRR channel 4.
Cloud connectivity features [Garand, 1988] can be
extracted from a binary image where each pixel is classed
as either cloudy or clear. Cloud connectivity is smaller for
highly disconnectedelements such as cumulus and larger
for uniform stratus decks. Cloud pixels connected only
diagonally belong to a different entity, whereas cloud
pixels connected above, below, left, or right belong to the
same cloud entity. In this manner, the number of clouds
and the number of background areas may be counted. If

Cloud Connectivity

hc(i)and hb(j')are the numberof pixelsin the cloudentity
i and the background entity j, respectively, and if we rank
the clouds and background areas from smallest to largest,
the cloud connectivity CC is defined as

cc hJk) / (mAp
whereAc is cloudfraction,m is the numberof pixelsin
the image, and k is the cloud number in the ranked list
such that

• he(0 2mAc/ 2 i=l,k
IfA c = O, CC = 1. Backgroundconnectivityis similarly
defined

as

BC = hb(k')/ [m(1-Ac)] A• , I
where k' satisfies

I] hb(j) • m(1-Ac)[2 j = 1,k'

Fig.7. Low cloud fraction and cloud connectivitydetermined for

IrAc= 1,thenBC= 1.Background
connectivity
isa goodeach
(250krn)
2region
within
thestudy
areashown
inFigure
2.
detectorof holesand is low for opencellssuchas those Cloudconnectivity
(CC)is smallerforhighlydisconnected
cloud

associated
withconvective
patterns.

elements
andlarger
forconnected
elements.
Bydefinition,
CCis

The proportion
of thin cloudwithina regionwas setto1if overall
cloud
fraction
within
aregion
is0.
estimated from the number of cloud pixels with a large

difference
betweenchannels3 and 4. On the basisof on Figure7 for the studyarea,whereregionalvaluesof low
empiricalstudieswith the summerdata, and following cloudfractionand cloudconnectivity
are mapped.
Saunders [1986] and Olesen and Grassl [1985], if the

difference
between
thesetwochannels
exceeds
3.5K,then 4.2. CloudClassification
WithSpectral
the cloudis consideredto be thin. This appliesto cloudat and Textural Measures

anyheight.
Thesecond
method
ofexamining
cloud
patterns
is to
Finally,thethree-power
spectrum
measures,
streaki-classify
eachcloudpixelbased
onits spectral
and]oca•
nessfactor,cellintensity,
andmaximum
ringdensitytextural
characteristics.
AVHRR
channels
1,3,and4 are
wavelength,
are usefulin describing
the structure
of usedasthespectral
features.
Textural
features
include
clouds.
Although
in thedivergence
parameter
analysisthose
given
inTable4 (underlined)
andaredetermined
for
theywerelessuseful
in discriminating
between
cloudeach
pixelinthefollowing
manner.
A 16x 16pixelcellis
classes
thanthegreyleveldifference
measures,
theyare moved
across
theimage
shifting
twopixels
ata time.At
nonetheless
importantdescriptors
and are easierto eachlocation,
if thecellcontains
at least80%cloud,
each
interpret.Additionally,
themethods
offeatureselection
texture
measure
iscomputed.
Thevalueoftexture
forthe
werebased
on"pure"
classes,
notthemixtures
thatwill cellisassigned
toeachpixel.Withthismethod,
each
pixel
oi•enoccurwithintheartificialboundaries
imposed
here. maybeassigned
asmanyas162/2=128
values.Themean
Two of the parameters described above are shown in

of these values is the value finally assignedto the pixel.
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While this method does not eliminate the problem of of pixelsclassifiedby eachmethodinto eachof the classes.
mixtures of classeswithin a cell, it does provide a value Overall classification agreement is 68.3% with 10.3% of
that is generally representativeof the texture within the the image left unclassified. The largest differencesare
neighborhood,
althoughwhen edgesbetweencloudclasses due to (1) differencesin the locationof boundariesbetween

are present,the value will be skewed. Figure 8 is an cloudsystems,(2)labelingoflowthin cloudovericeas low
image of the maximum angular secondmoment GLD thick cloudby the MLC (Kara Sea),(3) the MLC detecting
measure in AVHRR channel I computed over the study a linear pattern in some middle cloud areas which ap-

area. Large values(lighter grey shades)indicate smooth pearedbrokenin the manual interpretation,and (4) some
cloudlayers and correspondto both the low and middle low thick cloud areas labeled as middle broken by the
level cloud decks seen in Figure 2. Similarly, the darker MLC. Additionally, the cumulus complex to the left of

areas correspondto inhomogeneousgrey level pairs, NovayaZemlya(Figures2and 10)was missedcompletely
primarily the mixtures of cloudsat all levelsin cellular or by the MLC apparently becauseof a combinationof an
linear patterns.
inm•fficient number of training samples and the large
The maximum likelihood classifier (MLC) [cf., Ebert number of noncloud pixels within the complex which

1987; Garand, 1988] is employed;the potential problems decreasedthe number of cells for which texture was
and alternatives are discussedin the next section. The 12 computed. Table 5 also showsthe percent of each training
cloud classesdefined in section3.2 are used in the c]assifi- area correctly classified by the MLC.
These values

cation. A priori probability for each class is 1.0. The indicate that there is closecorrespondence
betweenthe
classification results are shown in Figure 9 with cloud
classesas listed in section3.2. Only those cloud classes
that occurred in the image and were identified by the
MLC are shown. Comparison of the results with other

information classesand the statistical classesexcept for
broken middle cloud (class 7) and, to a lesser degree,
middle cloud rolls (class 6). From these observationsit
can be seen that the classification results could be ira-

classifications
is complicatedby the subjectivityinherent
in defining cloud classes, which are based on those
observedin the imagery chosenas a function of both their
textural and spectra] characteristics. Error analysis
impliesthat there is a correctclassification,which at best
is difficult to define. For this reason, the discussionis
limited to a comparisonof Figure 9 with the manual
classificationshownin Figure 10. Differencesare givenin
Table 5, which is a contingencytable showingthe percent

provedby redefinition of these classesand by choosing
more appropriate training areas. However, given the
complexity of the problem of how to define and classify
cloudpatternsthe areasin which this methodperformed
poorlyare more informative than tuning the classifierto
achieve a high classificationaccuracy.
Comparisonsof the MLC results to other methodsare
also problematic. The questionof how this classification
would compareto one utilizing only spectral features, for
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Fig.8. Texture of the clouds within the study area ss measur.•l by the maximum sng•]lar secondmoment in
AVHRR channel 1. The procedureof moving windows and averaging to obtain texture for each pixel was used.
See text for deraris. Lighter grey shadesrepresent uniform cloud decks.
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Likelihood

Classification

to obtain some indication of the importance of textural
measuresin distinguishing between classes. The question
of how this classification compares with one that uses
texture for fixed grid cells is similarly complicatedby the
fact that in the fixed grid method, some of the defined
classeswould include mixtures of cloud types. For example, Ebert [!987] employed many of the same texture
measures as are used here to classify 32 x 32 pixel grid
cells in AVHRR polar images. Some of the 18 classes
included mixtures of surface and cloud types. In that
study, an MLC classification a]gorithm was optimized by
an iterative procedureincorporatingbothmanual interpretations and statistical assessments of class separabi]ity,
redefining classeswhen necessary. The initial mode] had
an accuracy of 55.5% which increased to 84.6% with the
optimization. Since the focus of this paper is on an
alternative model rather than the optimization of that
model, and although simi]ar improvement in accuracy

couldbe expected,such a procedurewas not employed.

• •

6

to 4.3.
Alternate
Methodologies
Within this procedural framework of cloud pattern
ana]ysis starting from a map of cloudy pixels, a number of
other methods of textural ana]ysis and classification could

Fig.9.
Maximum
likelihood
classification
ofcloudy
pixels
based
on bechosen.
Thisislargelyanimage-processing
problem,

their
spectral
and
local
textural
values.
Cloud
classes
are1,low andassuch
detailed
analyses
ofthedifferences
ofusing,
thin cloudover water; 2, low thin cloudover ice; 4, low thick cloud
smooth;
6,middle
cloud
rolls;
7,broken
middle
cloud,
notlinear;forexample,
oneclassifier
overanother
arebeyond
the
10,higWmiddle
broken;
12,cumulus.
Additionally,
clear
(boldscope
ofthispaper.Still,it is useful
tomention
some
of

lines)andunclassified
(U) areasareshown.
Manual Classification

the alternativeswhichmayeffectthe resultingclassificaA maximum likelihood procedure is employed for the
segmentation, although arguments could be made for
using other procedures,for example, Euclidean distance
[Ince, 1987] or fuzzy sets [Key et al., 1989] clustering
algorithms. Since texture and spectra] response are not
always eqxml]yimportant in identifying the cloud types, a
classifier which allows weighting the different sourcesof
information

for each class would be useful.

Such a method

is proposedby Benediktssonand Swain [1989].
Re]ated to the choice of classification method, the
question of the normality of distributions of features used
in the MLC is an important one and is addressedin detai]
by lnce [1987]. When training areas comprise data from
a large geographic area and/or time period, a single
informational class (e.g., land albedo)may consistof more
than one statistical class. This is certainly the casein the
data set employedhere, as a chi-square goodness-of-fittest
has shown for someof the spectral and textural features
extracted over a number of images in different locations
and time. However, in a restricted spatial and temporal
domain, the normal distribution may provide an adequate
model. This is the case in the study area of Figure 2,
lO
where chi-square tests show distributions to be approximately normal.
The objective of the moving texture grid cell is to assign
Fig. 10. Manual classification of the cloud patterns shown in
the most appropriate texture value to each pixel, one
Figure 3. Classesare the same as in Figure 9.
which best represents the texture of the cloud class to
which the pixel belongs. Toward this end, other methods
of extracting information from the distribution of texture
example, is inappropriate becausein sucha casethe c]oud values for a given pixel may be more appropriate than the
classes would
have to be defined
without
a textural
mean, for example using the median or mode(s). In some
component. In this study we examine the results of the casesthese would provide more representative values in
principal componentsand divergenceparameter analyses that boundaries between overlapping cloud layers would
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TABLE 5. Percent of the Study Area (Figure 2, Including Surface Areas) Predicted for
Each Class by the Maximum Likelihood Classification(Horizontal) Shown in Figure
9 and the Manual Interpretation (Vertical) Shown in Figure 10.
Maximum Likelihood Class (MLC)

Manual

I

2

4

6

7

10

Class

%

% TA*

Correct

Correct

1

2.96

0.27

0.54

0.01

0.57

0.05

75.5

100.0

2

0.83

5.05

1.73

0.06

0.04

0.00

92.7

95.7

4

0.12

0.11

2.70

0.49

1.69

0.01

48.5

99.8

6

0.00

0.00

0.08

10.04

1.40

0.56

58.3

89.4

7

0.0!
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.49
0.03

4.82
1.79

6.80

10

0.09

0.56
7.67

64.2
86.7

72.2
95.4

Total (MLC)

3.92

5.45

5.57

17.21

10.60

8.85

See text for classnumber references. Cloud occupies51.6% of the image. Also given is the
percent correctlyclassifiedin each class. Total percent correctlyclassified:68.3.

Percentof trainingareascorrectlyclassified
by the MLC.

be less blurred, but the computational burden would
increase. Ideally, texture would be computed only for
homogeneous
regions,which of courserequire texture to
be defined. In somecasesit may be appropriateto follow
a region growing procedurebased on temperature, for
example,where cloud patterns are grown out of homogeneouspixelswhichare spatiallyconnected
[e.g.,Kettigand
Landgrebe, 1976]. The texture of these regions would

This methologydiffersfrom otherswhichhave incorporated cloudtexture analysesin two important ways:only
the cloudypixels are examined(surfacepixels are identifled in the cloud detection step), and texture values are
assignedto eachpixel rather than to a grid cell. In this
manner, training classescan be defined on the basis of

then be determined, and if more than one characteristic

texture and do not need to include mixtures of cloud

texture is found, the region could be split.

and/or surfaceclasses.However, the subjectivityinherent

5. CONCLUSIONS

classifiedby their spectraland textural features following
a maximum likelihood procedure.

in
defining
cloud
types
makes
anobjective
assessment
of
the accuracy of the results difficult. This problem is

Thecloud
analysis
methodology
presented
hereprovides
compounded
in thetestdata,wherecloud
systems
are
analternative
to thetraditional
method
ofgridding
an complex.
Withclasses
defined
inpartbytexture,
compariimage,
computing
spectral
andtextural
features
foreach sonsto spectral-only
classifications
arenotappropriate.
cell,andthenclassifying
thecells.Simulations
indicateThetestcaseresulted
in 68%ofthecloud
pixels
being
thatin such
methods,
cellssmallenough
toretaina high correctly
classified
whencompared
witha manual
interdegree
ofspatial
coherence
maybetoosmall
toadequately
pretation,
although
noredefinition
ofclasses
ortraining
measure
texturein theAVHRRGACdataset.Ourmethod areaswasdoneto increasethis value.

includes
cloud
detection
onthepixelscale,
a descript.
ionof Correlation
between
spectral
andtextural
features
and
cloud
patterns
ona regional
scale,
anda classification
of the discriminatory
capability
of eachindicates
that
cloud
pixels
based
onspectral
andlocal
textural
characterspectral
features
aremostusefulin discriminating
beistics.
Thecloud
detection
step
involves
surface
identificatweenpolarsurface
andcloudclasses
but that a few
tion,testsoftemporal
variability
at eachpixellocation,texture
measures,
such
asangular
second
moment,
vector
clear-sky
compositing
overa 5-dayperiod,and a strength,
andentropy,
as wellas standard
deviation,

multispectralthresholdtest of the originaldata with the retrievestructuralinformationof clouds.

clear-sky
composites
fora finalcloud/no-cloud
labeling. Theclassification
resultsindicate
that as expected,
Fromthispoint,
twomethods
ofcloud
pattern
analysiscloudfieldsare organized
intorecognizable
mesoscale
arepresented.
In onecase,
simple
measures
areused
to morphologies.
Ananalysis
ofcloud
morphology
mayin

describe
cloud
types
which
occur
in(250
kin)
2regions
withturngivesome
indication
ofthephysical
state
ofthe

artificially
defined
boundaries.
Such
parameters
ascloudatmosphere.
A detailed
examination
oftherelationship
fraction
at threelevels,
cloud
connectivity,
andFourierbetween
cloud
patterns
andsynoptic
variables
requires
measures
ofcloud
cover
structure
withintheregions
are greater
spatial
coverage
thanexamined
here,aswellasa
computed.
These
descriptors
maybeuseful
forapplica-procedure
tocorrelate
thecloud
patterns
(derived
withthe
tions
which
require
gridded
data,forexample,
in climateprocedure
presented
above)
toothermeteorological
data
models. The secondmethod is presented as an attempt to sets. The development of such a procedureis the subject

eliminate
theproblems
inherentin analyses
whichimpose offutureresearch.
artificial boundaries on cloud and surface patterns, that

beingthe mixtureofdifferentclasses
withina singlecell.

APPENDIX

Each pixel receivesas its texture value the mean value of
The conceptof grey level differenceis used to compute
all cloudycells to which it belongs. Cloud pixels are then the grey level texture statistics[Weszkaet al., 1976]. The
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greyleveldifference
g is computed
for eachpair of pixels The planenormalis calculatedasthe crossproductoftwo

in thecell. A histogram
ho,
d(g)of greyleveldifferences
vectors
thatareknownto beontheplane(translated
to
is then constructedfor eachdistanced and angle0 and is the origin),the mostconvenientbeingthe two whichform
usedto computevarioustexturemeasures.Pixelsto the the right triangleof the plane.

rightandleftofthepixelbeingexamined
areat anangle

TheratioofR to N whereN is the numberof plane

of 0ø, thoseaboveand beloware at 90ø, the upperright normalsand
and lower left are at 45ø, and the upper let• and lower

R = [(1•/)2 + (l•m•)
2 + (Ilnt)2]
'•

right are at 135ø. Texture may contain a directional
componentso that the histogram must be specifiedas a is the vectorstrengthand has a value near unity for a
smooth surface (e.g., stratus deck) and near zero for an
function of angle as well as distance. Here, spectral
uneven surface (e.g., a cumulus cloud).
values are quantized into 64 equal intervals, based on the
Two-dimensional
Fourieranalysisofspectraldatamay
expected range in each channel (e.g., for channel 4, the
be used to obtain information on the extended structure of

minimum is approximately 220 K, while the normal
maximum

a cloudfield, especiallywhere that structure consistsof a

is 295 K).

repeating pattern in either or both dimensions. The

The texture measures calculated from the histograms

ho,d(g)
are the mean,contrast,
angularsecond
moment,

Fouriertransformof the imagel•k,l) is

and entropy for the cell. These are defined as

K-1

Q(u,v) = 11KL

L-1

1•

1• f(k,l)exp[-2•n (ku/K + iv/L)]

k--0 I--0

u -- 0,1.....K-l;

v-

0,1.....L-1

where K and L are the dimensions

of the cell over which

the transform is computed. The power spectrumintensity
PS(u,v) is defined as the sum of the squared values of the
real and imaginary parts of the transform. Three features
are used to summarize the power spectrum: the streakinessfactor, cell intensity, and the maximum ring density
wavelength. The streakiness factor SF, which detects
directional patterns [Garand, 1988], is

SF= 122 uvPS(u,v)111II
II u2PS(u,v)
l• II v2PS(u,v)]
'•
U¾

U¾

U¾

u = 0,1.....K- 1; v - 0,1.....K- 1; (u,v) , (0,0)

where H 0d is the total number of grey level differences

If the pattern has a north-south or east-west orienta-

calculate•
for distance
d andangle0. Themean,maxi- tion, SF=0. To avoid this problem, SF is also evaluated

mum,
andrange
ofthese
quantities
over
thefourangles
withtheaxes
rotated
45ø,andthemaximum
SFisreareused
intheclassification.
tained.
Thecellintensity
CIistheproportion
ofpower
in
Thearea
averaged
Roberts
gradient
[e.g.
Gonzalez
and thespectrum
associated
withwavelengths
between
20and
Wintz,1977]is defined
as

40kmandis defined
as

M--d N-d

•

RG

=

I1 [lB(re,n)B(m
+d.n
+d)l

El --

-

m-1 n=l

+lB(m+d,n)- B(m,n+d)l]

II l• PS(X) [ II • P$(u,v)
lt¾

U¾

u = 1,2.....K-l; v = 1,2.....K-l; 20 a 3. a 40

(M-d)(N-d)
3.= Kp/(u2+v•')
•
where
d istheseparation
distance
across
which
RGis where
pisthespacing
between
observations
(i.e.,5kmin
computed.
theAVHRR-SMMR
dataset)andPS(3,)
refersto all
Vector
strength
considers
thecellofpixels
asa setof spectral
density
estimates
withwavelengths
)•between
20
adjacent
triangular
planes
ratherthana setofdensityand40kin.More
cellular
patterns
have
higher
CIvalues.
points,
andtexture
isthenmeasured
through
thedisper-Themaximum
ringdensity
wavelength,
WAVE,
isascalar
sion
inthree-dimensional
space
ofnormals
(vectors)
tothe representation
oftheannular
areaofthespectrum
with
cellplanes.
Triangular
planes
areconstructed
byconnectthemaximum
density.
Thedensity
within
a ringwith
ingmidpoints
ofa pixelandtwoofitsneighbors.
The radiirl,r2,RDW,
isgiven
as

value of each vertex of the triangle is the value of the
corresponding pixel. An number of possibilities for
triangle construction exist; here the right and below

RDW(r•,r2)
-- u v
r I2 <u

neighbors are used, as well as the above and left.

pS(u,v)

2+¾2<r 22

Let (li,rni,ni) be the directioncosines
of the ith plane, The powerspectrumis divided into four rings, eachK/4 in

which are calculated from the coordinates of the normal

vector to the plane (x,y,z) by
COS

cos p - y/w
cos 5 = z/w
where

w- (x2 +y2 +z2)•

u,v dimensions,and the wavelength of the center of the
ring with the maximum density is retained.
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